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The Murdock Neutrodyne
will end your search
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Standard since 1904
DISTANT STATIONS can be tuned in
with remarkable clearness and volume. All
but the most distant can be heard on a loud
speaker.

for the right receiver
THE MURDOCK NEUTRODYNE represents radio at its best. It is the product
of one of the oldest manufacturers. A
pioneer who has been making radio equipment of the highest efficiency since 1904.
It embodies the famous Hazeltine Neutrodyne circuit, and is manufactured under
the Hazeltine Neutrodyne patent.
It combines the highest engineering skill
with the finest New England craftsmanship.
Every detail of manufacture has been painstakingly carried out to make this receiver
an enduring instrument for home use.
Placed in your home, the Murdock
Neutrodyne will be an unending source of
entertainment, education and pleasure.
Its performanc e
radio enthusiast.will satisfy the most critical
et tuning is so simply
and
d readily accomplished that even the
children
operate the Murdock. And in
appearanc can
e it is handsom
e
any music or living room. enough to grace

EASY TO OPERATE. So simple to
tune that a child can operate it. Permits
absolute logging of dials.

BBM

SELECTIVITY. One of the most selective sets made. Local stations can be
tuned out and distant stations received—
without interference.
FREEDOM FROM SQUEALS AND
HOWLS. Does not radiate.

STATION CNRR

APPEARANCE. The handsome solid
mahogany cabinet and black panel make the
Murdock Neutrodyne acceptable to the
most exacting home environment. There are
no binding posts on front of panels. Necessary connecting leads are provided and
arranged from back of cabinets and same
are plainly marked.
GUARANTEE. Each Murdock Neutrodyne is fully guaranteed against all mechanical and electrical defects. If for any
reason your Murdock Neutrodyne does not
give you the desired satisfaction, notify the
dealer from whom you purchased it.
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